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Unclear when Boeing will deliver new
Air Force One planes, says Air Force
general
Citing disregard for safety
procedures, the NCAA on March 19,
suspended AZMAN ‘s operations and
grounded its fleet of Boeing 737
aircraft ... in the Operations Manuals,
which indicated ...
Autonomous Rail Rapid Transit Market
Expected to Gain Extensive Transaction in
the Near Future
Automated rail transit is an environment
friendly rail less and driver less vehicle that is
projected to reduce traffic congestion in
highly populated cities On effective execution
of this project ...
Earnings Roundup: Palantir, Virgin Galactic, and
TransDigm
Canadian investigators believe a WestJet Boeing
737-800 overran at Halifax ... aircraft was not
decelerating as expected and applied manual
braking. Efforts to slow the aircraft sufficiently ...
Pilots started class-action
lawsuit accusing Boeing of
covering up the 737 MAX faulty
sensor
Its smooth operation ... the
pilots accuse Boeing of
providing little instruction on
how to handle the anti-stalling
feature, which is only briefly
mentioned in the flight
manuals.
In search of enhanced aviation regulation
The first new VC-25B was set to be delivered in
2024, but development has been delayed due to
issues with a key supplier.

MSG Production offers green, smart solutions for
washing, deicing and technical inspection of
aircraft. The product is now ready for launch, and
the company has hired Geir Steiro as the new
CEO.
Boeing names date for second Starliner capsule
test flight
It’s official: The new Air Force One will be

delivered late. A top Air Force general confirmed
that problems with one of Boeing’s key
subcontractors have delayed the $5 billion project
...
Crosswind limit breach cited in Yak-40
excursion at St Petersburg
The new VC-25B Air Force One jets may be
delayed, but the bespoke hangar facilities that will
serve them already look impressive.
WestJet 737 overrun crew did not anticipate
tailwind from runway change
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It’s Official: New Air Force Ones Will Be
Delivered Late
Law enforcement officials arrested Sarfraz Yousuf,
of Miramar, Florida, and Marc Chavez, of Trabuco
Canyon, California.
Airlines pull Boeing Max jets to inspect electrical
systems
It says the cause of the incident was the “incorrect
calculation” of maximum permitted crosswinds,
crosswind limits being exceeded, and crew
deviation from Yak-40 operating manual
requirements ...
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Boeing traced the issue to a production change
made after the worldwide fleet of Max jets was
grounded in 2019, American’s chief operating
officer, David Seymour, said in the memo.
Airlines start 737 MAX repairs after FAA
approves electrical fix
Boeing on Wednesday reported a $318 million
loss building two new presidential planes,
which the Air Force calls the VC-25B. The
losses come as Boeing is in a legal battle with
GDC Technics ...
MSG Production Appoints Steiro as New CEO
Energy, Motley Fool contributor Lou
Whiteman joins the show to break down
earnings from Palantir Technologies (
NYSE:PLTR), Virgin Galactic Holdings (
NYSE:SPCE), and TransDigm Group (
NYSE:TDG). In ...
Two Men Arrested and Charged with Stealing,
Selling Sensitive Air Force Data
Some car owners will only take their cars to
the dealer for maintenance, while others are
content with an independent mechanic. The
choice is similar for airlines that want to
modify aircraft to carry ...
The New Air Force One’s Custom Hangar
Facility Is Taking Shape
Boeing said that it recently completed end-to-end
testing of Starliner’s flight software, an exercise
that involved a simulated OFT-2 mission using
operations teams and relevant hardware over a ...

Freighter conversions: Boeing or the other

guy?
It was not described in the operations
manual. The system violated the "Prime
Directive" of airliner design: A SINGLE
FAILURE MUST NEVER EVER
RESULT IN LOSS OF THE AIRPLANE.
MCAS's lethal failure ...
New Air Force One Delayed by COVID, Boeing
Subcontractor
Global “Electronic Flight Bag Market" 2021-2026
Research Report is a professional and in-depth
study on the current ...

DOJ fines Boeing over $2.5B to resolve
conspiracy fraud charge related to 737
Max crashes
“Boeing’s employees chose the path of
profit over candor by concealing material
information from the FAA concerning the
operation of ... MCAS in their airplane
manuals and pilot training ...
Electronic Flight Bag Market 2021 is
estimated to clock a modest CAGR of
17.2% during the forecast period
2021-2026 With Top Countries Data
such as new hangars and revised technical
manuals, are included. “I’m very confident
in the transparency that Boeing has given
us in terms of what happened and what they
are doing to fix it ...
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